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Flood -Turning Disaster to Market 

Md. Moshfaqur Rahman 

Abstract 

Losing crops is very common with food and other things in a natural disaster. This age, we are 

all facing this; so why not use the disaster as option. I choose flood to turn it to option. Flood 

supports surface recharge with vegetation and many other factors. If we coordinate this with 

management then it becomes valuable. There are two types of flood, regular and flash flood. My 

test scenario will be Bangladesh, because of the geophysical position - introduce with other tech 

& solutions. Also if any foundations and research groups want to work, my platform can help.  
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Introduction 

Flood is a common hydrological event with lots of aspects, so narrowing it to just a disaster is 

not the way we should look. Recent flood events in England and USA, 2015 are for controlling 

the river with structural solutions; that invites real estate & other investment next to river 

overflows with disaster-flood. We need to use river bank because of overcrowded people in this 

globe. Bangladesh here is over populated; land needs to be reserved for agriculture, but often 

can’t due to urbanization, erosion and dryness.  Representation of modern world; here we create 

but embrace vulnerability.  

Now think to use flood as a market a try to become less vulnerable with option from market 

system; a system we all inhabit and rely on. Flood disaster management is just a response based 

approach - so people suffer more. Also NGOs format is for a rapid touch with relief products. 

But can’t support in long term; meanwhile those people have skills but never get market access 

to sell it. This dynamics hurts too those economies, even richest ones fall down. 

Meanwhile floods can be forecast globally with remote sensing products from NASA.gov; there 

is lots of potential free to access sources. This is a tech solution; yet not introduced. Here many 

options will enhance for tech solution that big investors can work. This will be a living with 

environment and use it on purpose. It will create a market; then a disaster turns into a market.  

Flash and regular Flood 

Hydrologically they both have similarity and dissimilarity; most of those are very much classic 

academic debate. Can say eggs and chickens for our purpose; my interest is getting chicken fried 

and egg omelet. The tech solution is fading for academic debate – this needs to be put in place 

and market tested. This way further academic debate can be avoided; in market academicians 
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don’t work, nor do NGOs and Humanitarian organs. This keeps opening the market for applied 

science products & solutions. 

There are many applied science products like remote sensing, applied seismology and many 

others that can be introduced. Also the third world is not a proper user of agrometric products; 

there is a backlash there. These regions remain poor for not using these products. Also rich 

countries have no option but to donate, another hamper for own economy. Market centric 

attitudes can overcome this.  

So; flood forecasting is accurate. What shall be the agrometrics? Poops, bio-mass and fertilizers 

plowed in farming land before flood waters come. During flood there needs medical assistance, 

another market approaching and here is already a floating hospital in Bangladesh by 

http://www.impactfoundationbd.org. These options could open medical outsourcing 

opportunities; a lead in USA-based scientists but trial by third world scientists can minimize 

cost. Now the land becomes fertile by flood forecasting, using floodwater management, 

sanitation. Direct demand for applied science products has beencreated. People there need 

agrometric and medical products. Disaster starts turning to market because farming doesn’t need 

pesticide or artificial fertilizers, and farmer has access to local market by better internet. In result 

people should have money and can pay. 

Using is now at minimum level, so market demand is not being created for remote sensing and 

many applied science products. We have to create an operator first; this will re-invent even the 

World Wide Web again, because it needs connectivity and that creates more options. There are 

many countries in a developing stage where disaster seizes their all. They get minimum relief 

and response from global communities, which poorly assist. They need investment more than 

aid. Those countries if make response to other neighbors, next NGOs format won’t work 

because NGOs never get fund for those countries that respond. In reality those countries can’t 

balance their economy for responses. A company format can handle all these because 

responding can assure market, a problem for government and NGOs but option for company. 

This can also reduce political boundaries, like Bangladesh and India that have good river 

relations because for free NASA RS product. India is bigger than Bangladesh, so it didn’t share 

previously but now does. Now trade and business activities enhance more. Because borders need 

to be open or relaxed. This situation can create bazaar and again a company can enhance.   

Turn to market 

NGOs create options, but it’s not corporate so those options are futile afterwards. They left 

inhabitants that get hope, then nothing in their surrounding and the meager they make is not 

enough to survive. These raze all those people to their bone. But with a company this dynamic 

can change; primary products of this company will be free forever; like weather forecast 10-30% 

accuracy. This creates a primary demand, then secondary demand like agrometrics and many 

introduce - profit comes from this secondary demand. I’m doing the free thing with 
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nirapod.org.bd from 1
st
 Feb. 2016. I start creating the market; my attempt towards a company so 

if opportunities create I continue to enhance. 

The disaster is more severe because we can’t focus on more human-induced 

work/investment/company in post or afterwards and so to before. When a disaster struck, people 

there need immediate relief but in long run they need work. If there is no labor intensive job, 

they become vulnerable. Labor intensive work will use agrometrics; best suited for food chain 

companies’ investment and people. All over the world there is a common struggle for eco-

friendly sector - this is it. People there with meager living now can have cash return, not just fuel 

of hope. This will keep them market oriented; also disaster will not create more disaster. 

A partnership is needed but corporations fear to invest, also root levels need investment and both 

sides are capable to return. My company can be a test to overcome this scenario. There are 

people already aware but have no management ability to do anything, even government is not 

performing. People are stuck in policies they hardly make, like all these national, regional and 

international politics. When we advance with market the political boundary will lose; like India 

sharing data with Bangladesh.  

Poor women don’t know the possibility of sanitary products; so no demand for them. This 

creates more health hazards; NGOs will help them but they won’t become consumers. Common 

mistakes in marketing and development work introduce with demand, we think consumption can 

be started; but it never happened. Women there have capacity to jobs like duckary; if it pays 

them enough then consciousness will help consumption. 

We need a money backup for long turn economic activities, I think of share market. This is an 

efficient cash handler system; but frail. So it will get a reform and boost. There are many in 

economy suffering; they cannot escape for long time. Disaster can start turning market with 

option for applied sciences product and more. 

Share market backup 

The share market is not responding as it should be. The people have lost trust and money. They 

are not courageous to come again in market. Also the money is tight right now; people sold their 

shares and other bonds. They have nothing in hand, why they take risk?  

All policy makers and analysts are taking many things on account but not this one. The people 

who were looted at the bottom have no money in hand. Making policy is creating hole between 

institutes and nothing is there. The remedy will induct another distress.  

I rather go this way, we have an unseen population and they are not interested in share market. 

These people are unemployed but bank and financial institutes have idle money. People also live 

in disaster prone area and financial backup is needed.  We propose to put them in disaster turn 

market situation. Each national economy can use this money by a process of loan to their fresher 

and sophomore in share business, with some rules.  
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Rules would be one get loan with a list of companies to buy stocks; one can’t buy out of the list. 

The main criteria of these companies are they return cash dividends to share holders’ account. 

Now the loan authority will handle the account till the loan recovers. After the recovery it will 

be hand over to the person, no corporation or any but individual gets this option.   

Criteria needs to describe: companies payback at least 15-20% profit to investors’ account (cash 

dividend). We have to follow this; meltdown happened for share/stock dividend to investor but 

in reality the company had no money. Lie builds the castle and it fell. Also to investor relations 

you can’t tell lie every time - the mole would detect. The financial fraudulent will not prevent 

but limit. 

Bank and other financial institutes can play here but the profit margin should not be over 5%. 

They just get their operation cost. This is a recovery plan someone has to try for years 3-4. 

Government can try it from its 2
nd 

to 3
rd 

years. Election year the ruling side get a confirm voters 

because they recovered. We witness most of the government is fading up and lost election. They 

can think. 

Political parties can forward this way, the young voters are a target. They get financial option for 

solvency-why they don’t cast vote? After the recovery, around 4-5 years needed, they do cast 

vote. This is also a group who gets financial support but through structure. If ruling party thinks 

for own youth supporters it can crafts through structure. This method can attracts election 

portfolio and political parties. 

Why will this work? Because the companies in list are 15-20% cash dividend givers, so not 

more that 5-7 quarter you needs to recover. Also ponzie scheme can’t workout with cash 

dividend in a regular basis. This system would work as prevent against ponzie. A hopeful 

scenario, we need it to get trust. The money is not coming for lack of trust and policy is not 

building any trust. My way it builds.  

One thing is the moving of market derivatives - people don’t understand that, these are casino 

games you hardly win. So avoid those, just maintain those companies who gave cash dividend; 

because it’s better to be a regular earners than pig for slaughter.   

Election needs money and that delineates most of the winning. So political man will think this 

way; pressure groups have money but voters get attracted by this scenario; so correspondence 

could be in favor. Hence opponent has money but voters are not attracted, an easy wins. 

Correlation of power and politics are always for winner, in particular this austerity time. People 

do wait but they want a result - straight and simple that they have money after an instance. They 

get it they will compromise to other but if they don’t they will piss-off.  

There should have a chance for the loner get cash (2%-5%) from the quarterly cash dividend of 

companies. The lone givers have option for that or by pressure from government; they do make 

this option. Also market competition will open more options. 
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 Politician is a coordinator of money, votes and bureaucrats. That is his/her capacity to reach a 

decision with all of those. This way is better to hear and simple to follow-might convincible than 

other to a politician.   

Loan and Cost 

Loan (US$) No. person Total 

5000 10 50000/ 

10000 10 100000/ 

Operation cost  1000/ 

   

 Total cost 151000/ 

 

Recovery 

 Currency (US$) 

Returning loan main capital 151000/ (by quarterly return 

of cash dividend) 

Person profit return 

subtracted by loan interest 

(20%-2.5%=17.5%) 

26425/* 

  

Total return 177425/ 

  

Operational recovery for 

person 

(177425/-151000/)=26425/* 

 

*same amount 

This is blend of market enhancing and safe economic activities. I just start few months in 

Bangladesh and market is responding. There has many work left, I hope with investment 

possible for globe. 
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Some interesting things I found 

Cyclone prone areas never have any extremist movement occur; both Communist and Islamist 

but near urban area, they are visible and worked. This is a new look I get there by field visiting. 

Introduce business there; maybe this is the solution for extremism.  

These people never migrate from coast, another interesting thing. I converse with them and they 

can tell their before grandfather story - this strikes me. Because when it does by near urban 

people they were rich but here, cyclone prone area, they were skillful. There is indigenous 

knowledge but no structure to support it. The NGOs fail to do it, so did the humanitarian 

agencies. A company form was never introduced.  I’m trying to create primary demand as free 

support; this will work. Also company can institutionalize the local wisdom. 

Using embassy to settle own currencies 

I have followed a visa process; the embassy is too unfriendly and takes advantage of diplomatic 

immunity, especially about finance. I was struck with idea; US local embassy fixed US dollar 

rate with local bank. The market if low they change rate, otherwise not. Use this for purpose of 

payment for secondary demand of disaster. 

China, India and many countries are devaluing their currencies. But USA can’t for market 

orientation; now this embassy will help. I pay the fees in my own currencies; now think if 

foreign entities ask to pay fees this way; easy for me. When my plan gets secondary demand, 

these consumers have to pay through embassy, so they will pay in a fixed exchange rate and in 

own currencies. This way any currencies act against devaluation. But keep the common market 

basis ratio; both options enhance more opportunities. 

Another dynamic is that all those national economies will not be hurt; because of foreign 

currencies support rolling in own economy. Bangladesh economy has no effect, US embassy 

takes in BD currencies; these currencies are rolling and creating value. When converted to US 

dollar, no effect. So when secondary demand introduces a need for applied science products, 

some would be government products, RS and others. Local embassies could take care. Also 

local host economy isn’t hurt; easy to pay with rolling and steady exchange rate will force other 

economy to evaluate. 

If you have any interest in the ideas in this paper, please contact the author. 
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